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dust, but he saved Vienna and the Coalition.   This was the
real significance of Blenheim,
The part	Meanwhile the English fleet had rendered sound service,
theyBritish   for though Sir George Roche failed to take Cadiz, yet his
navy*	impressive capture of the treasure fleet at Vigo Bay, together
with ShovelFs imprisonment of the French fleet in Toulon,
encouraged Portugal to abandon France and to join the
Coalition, After the signing of the first two Methuen
Treaties, Lisbon became a base of attack on Spain, and the
alliance with Portugal facilitated the proclamation of
Treafetlmel1 Archduke Charles as King in Spain. By the third Methuen
Treaty, signed seven months later between England and
Portugal, English cloth was given a monopoly of the Portu-
guese market, and in return the better French wines were
practically excluded from England in favour of their Portu-
guese rivals,1 The fleet also in 1704 captured and held
Gibraltar; and by its victory at Malaga, in the only conflict
of the whole war between the main battle fleets, made
England's control of the Mediterranean indisputable.
Between 1704-8, while Marlborough added to his own
laurels and strengthened the position of the Allies by winning
the great battles of Ramillies and Oudenarde, his Dutch
allies showed their unwillingness, and the German allies their
inability, to deal with their opponents. Marlborough was
prevented from acting with the energy he wished to employ
by Dutch fear for their frontier. As he himself said, he
found " much more obstructions from friends than from
enemies/' yet he dared " not show his resentment for fear of
too much alarming the Dutch/*2 Consequently the German
allies were continually being defeated and forced to retreat
on the Rhine, whilst Eugene's personal bravery and ability
alone were responsible for his defeat of the French near
Turin (1706) and for the French evacuation of Northern
Italy. The victories at Ramillies and Oudenarde were
important, not merely because they led to the Allied occupa-
tion of further territory in the Netherlands, but also because,
1 See History, vol. xviii., No. 69, April, 1933.    " The Methuen
Treaties of ,1703," Sir R. Lodge,
8 Stanhope, Life of Queen Anne, p. 184,

